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Education Woodblock of “Le Moulin de Daudet” 
1998 
Wood 
42.9 x 29.9 cm 












Education Woodblock Relief of “Le Moulin de Daudet”  
1998 
Ink and paper 
41.9 x 32.4 cm 


































Totoya Hokkei (1780 - 1850) 
Kintaro 
c. 1820 - 1830s, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
17.8 x 20 cm 





































Totoya Hokkei (1780 - 1850) 
Yamauba (“Mountain Woman”) 
Original c. 1820 - 1830s, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike from the Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
17.8 x 20.3 cm 





































Totoya Hokkei (1780 - 1850) 
Kintaro 
Original c. 1820 - 1830s, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike from the Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
18.4 x 21.6 cm 













Utagawa Hiroshige I (1797 - 1858) 
The First Holiday of Yoshiwara with Daikoku Dances from the series “Famous Views of 
Edo and the Annual Events” 
c. 1840 - 44, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
29.2 x 24.8 cm 














Katsushika Hokusai (1760 - 1849) 
Flock of Chickens 
Original c. 1835, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike from the Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
33.3 x 25.7 cm 








































Katsukawa Shunzan (1782 - 1841) 
Fan Print with Monkeys 
Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
25.7 x 23.2 cm 












Utagawa Toyokuni (1786 - 1865) 
The River Ide in Yamashiro Province, one of the Six Jewel Rivers (Yamashiro no kuni ide 
no Tamagawa) 
1847, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
29.2 x 22.5 cm 





































Katsushika Hokusai (1760 - 1849) 
Materials for Arranging Flowers 
1821, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
17.1 x 20.3 cm 





































Yanagawa Shigenobu (1787 - 1832) 
Pufferfish Courtesan and Her Jellyfish Companion 
Original 1818 - 1830, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike c. 1880, Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
18.7 x 21.6 cm 






































Katsushika Hokusai (1760 - 1849) 
New Year’s Tea 
Original c. 1816, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike from the Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
17.1 x 20.3 cm 







































Utagawa Kuninao (1795 - 1854) 
Noh Theater Mask 
Original c. 1830 - 40s, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike from the Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
18.1 x 21 cm 






































Totoya Hokkei (1780 - 1850) 
Woman and Boy with Kite 
Original c. 1820, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike c. 1890s, Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
18.1 x 20.6 cm 




































Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 - 1865) 
Genkai Nadaemon from “The Tale of Shiranui” (Shiranui monogatari) 
1853, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
25.1 x 36.8 cm 





































Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 - 1865) 
Wakana-hime from “The Tale of Shiranui” (Shiranui monogatari) 
1853, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
25.1 x 36.8 cm 





































Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 - 1865) 
Characters from Zōho ninin wankyū (“The Expanded and Revised Tale of Two Wankyūs”) 
1847 - 50, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
25.4 x 36.8 cm 




































Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 - 1865) 
Characters from Zōho ninin wankyū (“The Expanded and Revised Tale of Two Wankyūs”) 
1847 - 50, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
25.4 x 36.8 cm 





































Utagawa Hiroshige (1797 - 1858) 
Shunkan and Oyasu in Himekomatsu Nenohi Asobi Shima Monogatari (“Outing to Pick 
Pine Seedlings on the Rat Day of the New Year”), from the series Kokon Jōruri zukushi (“A 
Collection of Plays Old and New”) 
c. 1849 - 50, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
24.8 x 36.8 cm 



































Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 - 1865) 
Kasugaya Tokijiro and Yamanaya Urazato from Akegarasu Hana no Nureginu 
1857, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
25.4 x 36.2 cm 











Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
15.9 x 12.7 cm 






































Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 - 1865) 
Sasaki Saburo Moritsuna from Ōmi Genji senjin yakata - Moritsuna jin'ya 
Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
25.3 x 36.4 cm 
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Abstract 
Guided by the Director of the Madison Art Collection and Lisanby Museum, Virginia Soenksen, 
I served as the Curatorial Assistant for the Lisanby Museum’s forthcoming exhibition Savoring 
the Moon: Japanese Prints of the Floating World. The exhibition will highlight the Madison Art 
Collection’s impressive Japanese woodblock prints in the ukiyo-e style. Ukiyo-e translates to 
“pictures of the floating world.” This style proliferated in Japan during the Edo period (1603 - 
1868) and Meiji period (1868 - 1912), with visual themes that ranged from flora and fauna, 
Japanese ceremonies, kabuki actors, mythology, courtesans, and cultural pastimes. The estate of 
Charles Alvin Lisanby gifted over forty ukiyo-e woodblock prints to the Madison Art Collection 
in 2011, ten of which are featured in this exhibition. Lisanby worked as a set designer for both 
theater and television, and his career in the arts lead him to befriend famous artists, such as Andy 
Warhol. Throughout his life, Lisanby built an extensive art collection. From 2010 to 2011, 
Lisanby donated much of this collection along with his personal archive to James Madison 
University. Savoring the Moon marks the first time that the prints will be thoroughly researched, 
cataloged, and displayed to the public. As part of my Honors Capstone Project, I assisted with all 
aspects of preliminary research, as well as the works’ public display. This paper includes the 
items I created for this exhibition, including the fact sheet, checklist, design, the exhibition’s 
graphic identity contributed by graphic design intern Ashley Nourse, wall text for each section, 
object text, and a catalog essay. 
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Exhibition Fact Sheet– Savoring the Moon: Japanese Prints of the Floating World 
 
Preface: Exhibition Fact Sheet  
Curators create living documents called fact sheets at an exhibition’s inception. The report 
provides all preliminary information regarding involved staff, essential dates, underlying 
narrative and design information specific to the exhibition, and public programming. 
Additionally, staff update the fact sheet as they obtain new information and metrics. The 
document also notes interactives and evaluative tools. Interactives engage the audience further 
by having them apply what they have learned through active learning. Museums use evaluative 
tools to gauge the success of an exhibition. The metrics listed at the bottom are intended to be 
used during the run of the forthcoming exhibition. 
 
EXHIBITION FACT SHEET  
Title  Savoring the Moon: Japanese Prints of the 
Floating World 
Contributing Curator Madison Dalton 
Chief Curator(s) Virginia Soenksen 
Graphic Designer Ashley Nourse 
Exhibition Dates Forthcoming 
Installation Dates Fall 2021 
Deinstallation Dates Spring 2022 
Big Idea Savoring the Moon celebrates the Edo and 
Meiji periods’ specific ideology of finding 
fulfilment through life’s spectacles and 
fleeting pleasures, along with the 
impermanence of beauty 
Narrative Outline 1)Educational Case: examining how 
woodblock prints are created  2) Actor 
Prints: exploring the depiction of the social 
hierarchies and nuances of the era  3) 
Surimono: the use of a particular media to 
encapsulate life’s fleeting pleasures  4) Fan 
Prints: fleeting beauty being utilized and 
recognized in everyday life 
Theme/Main Concepts Life is fleeting and should be enjoyed through 
the small pleasures experienced in everyday 
life 
Rationale 
(e.g. timing, JMU connection/class, 
suitability for exhibition treatment) 
Serves as an opportunity for Madison Dalton 
to execute a Senior Honors Capstone on 
curation 
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Large collection of prints to be shown for the 
first time 
Educating the greater public 
Other persons involved Program facilitators for Passport Events, 
meditation events, and student printmaking 
workshops 
 
EXHIBITION DESIGN  
Number of objects 22 
Repository  
(please list number of objects per 
collection) 
Madison Art Collection – 22  
Additional interpretive elements 
(photos, maps, charts, diagrams, video, 
drawings, models, etc.) 
Timeline explaining key events in the Edo 
(1603 - 1868) and Meiji (1868 - 1912) periods 
Mood Lively and expressive, but thoughtful/mindful 
Visitor experience Come away understanding the idea of finding 
fulfilment through life’s spectacles and be 
able to apply to their own day-to-day life 
 
PUBLIC DIMENSION  
Intended audience 
(beyond JMU student body) 
People interested in Japanese culture and art, 
Japanese expats and international students, 
Japanese Consulate (DC), Washington and 
Lee Tea Room Community (Lexington) 
Related public programs/special events Opening Reception and Curator’s Tour 
presented by Ginny Soenksen 
Passport Events 
Meditation events 
Student printmaking workshops 
 
METRICS  
Total visitation  
Student sign-in  
(for required class visit, extra credit, et 
 
Program attendance Curator’s tour –  
Passport events –  
Meditation events –  
Student printmaking workshop – 
 
Passport events: 
Total number of participants –  
Date Facilitator Number of Participants 
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Meditation events: 
Total number of participants –  
Date Facilitator Number of Participants 
   
   
   
   
   
 
Student printmaking events: 
Total number of participants – 
Date Facilitator Number of Participants 
   
   
   
   
   
 
Interactives: 
• iPads to explore triptychs and diptychs on display with missing companions 
• Create and save your own prints using “Hokusai Manga” app  
 
Evaluative Tools: 
• Informal feedback recorded in a comment book 
• Observations recorded by staff 




Preface: Exhibition Checklist  
An exhibition checklist establishes each section within the exhibition and the works in each 
section. The document provides staff with object numbers, titles, accession numbers, an image of 
the work, object dimensions, medium, creator, date, and lists any critical notes. The checklist is 
available to all staff and ensures access to all relevant work information needed for installation. 
 
All exhibited works in Savoring the Moon are from the Madison Art Collection, which is 
abbreviated as MAC. Below the checklist, a separate chart outlines what framing or mounting 
needs are required. 
 
 
Number Title Accession 
# 
Image Dimensions (cm), Media, Creator, Date 






























17.8 x 20 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Totoya Hokkei (1780 - 
1850); c. 1820 - 1830s, Edo period 
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17.8 x 20.3 cm; Woodblock print; Totoya 
Hokkei (1780 - 1850); Original c. 1820 - 
1830s, Edo period; Meiji period restrike 
 
18.4 x 21.6 cm; Woodblock print; Totoya 
Hokkei (1780 - 1850); Original c. 1820 - 
1830s, Edo period; Meiji period restrike 
SECTION 2: FAN PRINTS 















 29.2 x 24.8 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Utagawa Hiroshige I (1797 - 













33.3 x 25.7 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Katsushika Hokusai (1760 – 
1849); Original c. 1835, Edo period; restrike 
from the Meiji period  
 








25.7 x 23.2 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Katsukawa Shunzan (1782 - 
1841); Edo period  
 
9 The 
River Ide in 
Yamashiro 
Province, 











29.2 x 22.5 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Utagawa Toyokuni (1786 - 
1865); 1847, Edo period  
 
 
SECTION 3: SURIMONO 








17.1 x 20.3 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Katsushika Hokusai (1760 - 
1849); 1821, Edo period  
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18.7 x 21.6 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Yanagawa Shigenobu (1787 - 
1832); Original 1818 – 1830, Edo period; 
restrike c. 1880, Meiji period  
 





17.1 x 20.3 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Katsushika Hokusai (1760 - 
1849); Original c. 1816, Edo period; restrike 
from Meiji period  







18.1 x 21 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Utagawa Kuninao (1795 - 
1854); Original c. 1830 - 40s, Edo period; 
restrike from Meiji period  





 18.1 x 20.6 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Totoya Hokkei (1780 - 
1850); Original c. 1820, Edo period; restrike 
c. 1890s, Meiji period  
























 25.1 x 36.8 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 


















 25.4 x 36.8 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 














on the Rat 














 24.8 x 36.8 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Utagawa Hiroshige (1797 - 













 25.4 x 36.2 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 










15.9 x 12.7 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Artist unknown; Meiji period 













 25.3 x 36.4 cm; Woodblock print; ink and 
color on paper; Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 










Exhibition Section Already framed and 
mounted and needs to be 
framed to match exhibition 
framing 
Need framing and mounting Special needs 




Object 2  
Object 3 
Object 5 
Object 1: needs custom 
mount to hold 
woodblock upright 
Section 2:  
Fan prints 














Section 4:  
Actor prints 










Savoring the Moon – Exhibition Text 
Preface: Exhibition Creation Process 
Exhibition planning is a time-consuming pursuit. Mid-to-large-scale museums typically take at 
least five years to plan, research, and execute a successful exhibition. Smaller university 
museums can complete the task on a shorter timeframe, typically creating original exhibitions in 
three to five years. I began work on Savoring the Moon: Japanese Prints of the Floating World 
in the fall of 2018. I chose this project as my Honors Capstone Project as it is my career goal to 
become a curator. Student curating, an uncommon opportunity at the undergraduate level, has 
allowed me to begin honing skills necessary to become a curator. For the duration of my junior 
year, I researched the Edo period (1603 - 1868), Meiji period (1868 - 1912), and the ukiyo-e 
style. During the summer of 2019, before the start of my senior year, I conducted art historical 
research in Japan with partial funding awarded to me from the Honors College Small Grant. In 
fall 2019, I continued my art historical research, selected works from the Madison Art Collection 
for the exhibition, developed an exhibition design, and collaborated with a graphic designer to 
establish the graphic identity of the show. Additionally, I created the exhibition fact sheet and 
checklist. During the spring of 2020, I concluded my Honors Capstone Project by writing all 
object and wall text for Savoring the Moon. 
 
Preface: Exhibition Text 
Exhibition text educates and guides viewers through an exhibition. Two types of exhibition texts 
comprise Savoring the Moon: wall text and object text. Wall text introduces a section to the 
audience and provides necessary background information in brief. Object text quickly explains 
the relevance of a work within the exhibition. All exhibition text is purposefully written in a non-
academic, accessible language to ensure that visitors of a wide age range and knowledge level 
can understand the concepts and easily move through the exhibition. After learning more about 
ukiyo-e woodblock prints, visitors should come away understanding how early-modern Japanese 
artists expressed the idea of finding fulfillment through life’s spectacles and find connections to 




Savoring the Moon: Japanese Prints of the Floating World highlights the Madison Art 
Collection’s impressive Japanese woodblock prints in the ukiyo-e style. Ukiyo-e translates to 
“pictures of the floating world.” The term ukiyo refers to the Buddhist notion of the transitory 
quality of life. During the early Edo period (1603 - 1868), the character “to float,” a homonym 
for “transitory,” was substituted to celebrate the hedonism of popular culture. The ukiyo-e style 
depicted fleeting beauty in Japanese culture. Popular ukiyo-e motifs ranged from festivals, 
ceremonies, courtesan culture, popular entertainment such as kabuki, nature, and Japanese 
mythology. Ukiyo-e proliferated during the Edo and Meiji period (1868 - 1912) and captured 
many facets of contemporary Japanese culture. After decades of political unrest, the Tokugawa 
shogun united Japan in 1603 and introduced a time of internal peace, economic prosperity, and 
political security in Japan. As the Edo period progressed, the merchant class grew increasingly 
prosperous. The Tokugawa regime additionally defined itself by a rigid class system in the 
descending order of nobility, samurai, artists, and merchants. Intentionally excluded from the 
social structure existed the socially impure people of the pleasure quarters: actors and courtesans.  
 
The new wealth of the merchant class aided in the creation of booming urban centers throughout 
Japan. Consumer culture and urbanization developed ukiyo-e into a popular style directly 
influenced by the sights of the cities in which it flourished. With the rise of commoners as a 
source of patronage, many artists began catering to the tastes of the emerging urban middle class 
rather than religious institutions and the nobility. While the style included other mediums such as 
painting, the most popular medium for ukiyo-e was woodblock prints, which showcased not only 
popular urban motifs but also the grittier side of life as well as the comedic. In Savoring the 
Moon, you can explore how artists created intricate woodblock prints and discover popular types 
of prints, including fans, greeting cards, and celebrated actor posters.  
 
Section 1: Education Case 
 
Preface: Section 1  
The first section visitors will encounter, following the introduction, is the education section. This 
section is designed to help visitors understand how Japanese artists created woodblock prints. 
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The first case introduces the technical creation process, while the second case explores the mass 
production of printmaking. 
 
Wall Text: 
All the woodblock prints you will see today were created through a detailed, laborious printing 
process. Each print required the efforts of four people: the artist, the engraver, the printer, and the 
publisher. Publishers were often booksellers and were typically the ones to commission the 
works for profit. They would choose the theme and quality of the work to be produced. Artists 
created their designs, mindful of the capabilities of the engravers and printers brought on to the 
commission. In the first case, you will see some of the essential tools used to create the prints 
you see today. The second case examines the mass production of prints, which kept costs 
affordable for the public and incentivized the collection of prints.    
 
Section 1: Case 1: 
Displayed in this case are a chiseled woodblock and the relief image it creates. First, artists drew 
compositions on paper. They then transferred the finished design to leaflets of tracing paper, 
which would be pasted to woodblocks made of cherry. Following the tracing paper guide, the 
engraver carefully chiseled out the image in relief. Each color within a print required its own 
woodblock relief; there are two carvings in the woodblock before you, and each would be used 
for a different color. Engravers sometimes had to create up to twenty different woodblocks for a 
single print. After carving, the blocks were transferred to a printer would first apply ink to the 
woodblock surfaces. A piece of paper, made of mulberry bark, was laid on top of the block; 
using a round pad, or baren, printers would rub the paper to ensure the print transfer. This 
process would be repeated for each color using the various woodblocks, until the final image was 
completed. Note the windmill relief in this case; you can see how each side of the woodblock 
helped build the total composition.  
 
Section 1: Case 1: Object 1 
[Figure 1] 
Unknown artist 




42.9 x 29.9 cm 
Madison Art Collection, Teaching Collection 
 
Section 1: Case 1: Object 2 
[Figure 2] 
Unknown artist  
Education Woodblock of “Le Moulin de Daudet” Relief 
1998 
Ink and paper 
41.9 x 29.9 cm 
Madison Art Collection, Teaching Collection 
 
Section 1: Case 2: 
The Edo period (1603 - 1868) brought a period of political stability. At the same time, new 
classes rose to prominence while flourishing urban centers proliferated throughout the country. 
The burgeoning middle class of merchants helped consolidate an unprecedented amount of 
wealth amongst common people. This economic shift permitted a dynamic urban culture to 
flourish. For the first time, people outside of the nobility and religious institutions became major 
patrons of artists. Their patronage allowed the art form of woodblock prints to flourish. The use 
of woodblocks, as seen in the previous case, allowed for the mass-production of prints. Artists 
now could create hundreds of copies of their work, resulting in well-circulated works of visual 
art that appealed to the popular interests of common people. Prints were considerably more 
affordable than paintings, increasing their popularity amongst the public.  
 
In this case, you will see two versions of the same print by Totoya Hokkei (1780 - 1850). Notice 
how the top print, produced during an earlier print cycle, includes a poem in the top left and 
signature cartouches across the composition which are not present in the other print. If you 
compare carefully, you can notice a slight difference in color in the two prints and minute 
alignment differences. Variations such as these would occur due to the nature of mass production 
and producing prints during different strike periods, as is the case with the two versions 
presented to you today. 
 
Section 1: Case 2: Object 3 
[Figure 3] 
Totoya Hokkei (1780 - 1850) 
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Kintaro 
c. 1820 - 1830s, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
17.8 x 20 cm 
Madison Art Collection, 2018.1.03 
 
Section 1: Case 2: Object 4 
[Figure 4] 
Totoya Hokkei (1780 - 1850) 
Yamauba (“Mountain Woman”) 
c. 1820 - 1830s, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
17.8 x 20 cm 
Madison Art Collection, 82.4.089 
 
Section 1: Case 2: Object 5 
[Figure 5] 
Totoya Hokkei (1780 - 1850) 
Kintaro 
Original c. 1820 - 1830s, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike from the Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
18.4 x 20 cm 




After moving through the education section, audience members are confronted with a timeline 
detailing key dates from the beginning of the 1600s to the early 1900s. This tool is intended to 
help viewers, who may not have familiarity with Japanese history, further understand the context 
of the exhibition. 
 
1600s 
• 1603: Tokugawa Ieyasu moved his shogunate from Kyoto to Edo (modern-day Tokyo). 
This move transformed Edo into a metropolitan city and the seat of government in Japan 
and inaugurated the Edo period. 
• 1633: Shogun Tokugawa Iemitsu closed foreign borders. This decision promoted internal 
trade in Japan, as well as bolstered political stability due to no international military 
conflicts. 
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• 1635: The shogunate required lords to reside alternate years in Edo. When lords left the 
city during off years, their wives and children remained in the city as hostages. This 
policy helped maintain control over the lords and Japan.    
• 1682: Ihara Saikaku published his first book. The literature of Saikaku captured the 
“floating world” culture prevalent within cities. 
1700s 
• 1716 - 36: Mass production of ukiyo-e prints began in Edo during the Kyōhō era. 
• 1753: Ukiyo-e artist Kitagawa Utamaro was born. The young artist started his career as 
an illustrator for major publishing companies. Utamaro gained notoriety for his 
woodblock prints featuring close-ups of beautiful women.  
• 1765: Artist Suzuki Harunobu created the first polychrome ukiyo-e print. 
• 1797: Ukiyo-e artist Ando Hiroshige was born. Hiroshige had a deep fascination with 
depicting landscapes via woodblock print, despite the landscape genre’s low commercial 
value. 
1800s 
• 1853: On orders of President Filmore, Commodore Perry forced the shogunate to sign the 
Treaty of Kanagawa, which opened Japanese ports for international trade. 
• 1860s: Japanese art, including ukiyo-e, became widely available in Europe, inspiring 
painters such as Vincent van Gogh and Edgar Degas. The craze for Japanese and 
Japanese-influenced art is known as Japonisme.  
• 1867: Shogun Tokugawa Yoshinobu was forced to resign, ending the Tokugawa 
shogunate and the Edo period. 
• 1868: The Meiji Restoration consolidated power with Emperor Meiji, who renamed Edo 
as Tokyo and ushered in a period of industrialization and westernization of the country. 
• 1895: During the Sino-Japanese War, the Meiji state used woodblock prints as 
propaganda for the first time. 
1900s 
• 1905: Japan won the Russo-Japanese War, establishing itself as a major military power. 
During and after the conflict, the government used woodblock prints to circulate visual 
propaganda.  
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• 1907: The Ministry of Education Fine Arts Exhibition held its first juried art exhibition 
consisting of Japanese-style painting, Western-style painting, and sculpture. 
• 1910: Japan formally annexed Korea into the empire.  
• 1912: The Meiji period ended with the death of Emperor Meiji. 
 
Section 2: Fan Prints 
Wall Text: 
The sweltering summer heat in the southern and central islands of Japan made round fans 
(uchiwa) a common accessory during the Edo period. As the public’s enthusiasm for the ukiyo-e 
style reached its zenith, fans became a popular format. Consumers would purchase fan prints, 
like the ones seen today, and cut them out to apply to fans. The functional nature and everyday 
usage of fan prints made them much less likely to survive than other print types. Uchiwa-e, prints 
in the fan format that were never ultimately turned into fans, were much more likely to survive 
the test of time. As these prints would have acted as a summer accessory, their motifs typically 
reflected summer pastimes, summer festivals, seasonal flora and fauna, and water scenes.  
 
Section 2: Object 6 
[Figure 6] 
Utagawa Hiroshige I (1797 - 1858) 
The First Holiday of Yoshiwara with Daikoku Dances from the series “Famous Views of 
Edo and the Annual Events” 
c. 1840 - 44, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
29.2 x 24.8 cm  
Madison Art Collection, 2018.1.05 
 
 
In this scene, a courtesan and two child attendants stand on a veranda overlooking a parade. The 
umbrellas in the left-hand foreground indicate that the parade is comprised of processioning 
oiran, high-ranking courtesans. The standing figure in red is a shinzō, or senior trainee courtesan, 
indicated by her furisode (long-sleeved kimono). The two smaller girls are kamuro, child 
attendants who will one day be courtesans themselves. The three female viewers watch the 
parade as well as red-clad performers in the left-hand mid-ground dancing in honor of Daikoku, 
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one of the seven gods of luck. All of these visual clues suggest that the setting is Yoshiwara, the 
official pleasure quarter in Edo (present-day Tokyo). 
 
Section 2: Object 7 
[Figure 7] 
Katsushika Hokusai (1760 - 1849) 
Flock of Chickens  
Original c. 1835, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike from the Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
33.3 x 25.7 cm 
Madison Art Collection, 2018.1.30 
 
During the Iitsu period (1820 - 1833) of Katsushika Hokusai’s life, when he went by the name 
Iitsu, he famously depicted birds and flowers in his prints. This fan print depicts a flock of seven 
chickens in a challenging, contorted composition. The vivid colors seen in this work show 
Hokusai’s preference for vibrant color palettes. You may notice how rich this print’s pigments 
are in comparison to others in this exhibition. This print, due to a lack of light exposure, is a 
prime example of how brilliant prints could be in their original state.   
 
Section 2: Object 8 
[Figure 8] 
Katsukawa Shunzan (1782 - 1841) 
Fan Print with Monkeys 
Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
25.7 x 23.2 cm 
Madison Art Collection, 2018.1.28 
 
Sarumawashi, or “monkey dancing,” showcases the musical, acrobatic, dance, and comedic 
skills of trained macaque monkeys. Often the sarumawashi groups would don coats and hats, as 
seen in this print. Note the edge of the vermillion tori gate peeking behind the blossoming 
branch; this indicates the performance is taking place at a Shinto shrine. While sarumawashi 
eventually became a playful form of festival entertainment, it originated as a religious ritual to 
protect warhorses. Monkeys are traditionally thought of as protectors of horses, while also 
serving as a mediator between gods and humans. 
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Section 2: Object 9 
[Figure 9] 
Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 - 1865) 
The River Ide in Yamashiro Province, one of the Six Jewel Rivers (Yamashiro no kuni ide 
no Tamagawa) 
1847, Edo period (1603 - 1868)  
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
29.2 x 22.5 cm 
Madison Art Collection, 2018.1.29 
 
During the Edo period, it was fashionable for poets and artists to evoke famous geographic 
locations called meisho. Prints of meisho often referenced seasons, emotions, or notable events. 
This print’s composition is made of two scenes: a background of sepia tones and a foreground in 
vivid colors. The two scenes reference the titular River Ide. The background image depicts a 
mounted courtier from an earlier time period with his servants at the edge of the river Ide. 
Meisho would often reference the Jewel Rivers, six culturally important rivers in Japan. The river 
Ide was often associated with yamabuki (Japanese marigolds), unohana (Deutzia scabra), 
horseback riding, and frogs. The foreground scene refers to the then-contemporary culture 
surrounding the River Ide by depicting a beautiful young woman and child.  
 
Section 3: Surimono 
Wall text: 
Surimono prints were privately commissioned by poetry groups to send New Years’ greetings, 
celebrate seasonal ceremonies and festivals, or make announcements. Poems written by group 
members decorate the surimono in beautiful calligraphy. Since surimono were privately 
commissioned, artists could experiment with higher quality inks, papers, and techniques. As you 
look, try and notice evidence of sparkling mica or textured embossing. These details are less 
frequently found in regular ukiyo-e prints, as they increased the cost of prints. Surimono afforded 
artists more creative autonomy. This freedom allowed them to experiment with expensive 
pigments, dabble in figurative visual puns of mitate-e, and explore themes like still-lifes, which 
was uncommon in ukiyo-e. 
 
Section 3 Text: 
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Section 3: Object 10 
[Figure 10] 
Katsushika Hokusai (1760 - 1849) 
Materials for Arranging Flowers 
1821, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
17.1 x 20.3 cm 
Madison Art Collection, 82.4.056 
 
Flowers are commonly featured in woodblock prints, often reminding informed viewers of well-
known people, poetry verses, places, or celebrations. 
 
The practice of flower arranging, as seen in this print, is known as ikebana. This term translates 
to “to arrange and give life to flowers.” Ikebana found its origins in sixth-century Buddhist ritual 
when flowers were artfully arranged with incense and candles upon alters. By the fourteenth to 
the fifteenth century, flower arranging had developed into an elite art form exclusive to 
aristocrats. The art form became popularized during the Edo period when it gained traction with 
men and women of the merchant class. 
 
Section 3: Object 11 
[Figure 11] 
Yanagawa Shigenobu (1787 - 1832) 
Pufferfish Courtesan and Her Jellyfish Companion 
Original 1818 – 1830, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike c. 1880, Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
18.7 x 21.6 cm 
Madison Art Collection, 82.4.63 
 
A subgenre of woodblock prints, mitate-e means “look and compare pictures.” The genre 
juxtaposed metaphorical images with historical or contemporary events and people—these 
comparisons allowed for artists to play with ideas that often mixed the pure and impure. The 
informed viewer would have been amused by the witty critique of culture, and as urban culture 
began to flourish in Japan, mitate-e rose in popularity. In this print, a fugu, or pufferfish, is worn 
as a hat by a courtesan. The highly poisonous nature of the fish is juxtaposed with the beautiful 
courtesan who would have been viewed as impure. Fugu was often consumed by courtesans and 
their guests, as it was believed to be an aphrodisiac. 
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Section 3: Object 12 
[Figure 12] 
Katsushika Hokusai (1760 - 1849) 
New Year’s Tea 
Original c. 1816, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike from the Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
17.2 x 20.3 cm 
Madison Art Collection, 82.4.058 
 
This woodblock print would likely have been privately commission by a poetry society to 
commemorate the New Year holiday. On this print, beneath a poem, two young figures can be 
seen fanning coals as the hostess prepares tea for guests in the next room. By the time of this 
print’s creation, the act of preparing and serving matcha (powdered green tea) had evolved into a 
highly detailed practice requiring years of in-depth study. Ceremonies often occurred in specially 
constructed tea houses, which served as intimate gathering spaces. Within such spaces, guests 
could step away from the mundanity of their day-to-day life and savor the artistry and intricacy 
of the ceremony.  
 
Section 3: Object 13 
[Figure 13] 
Utagawa Kuninao (1795 - 1854) 
Noh Theater Mask 
Original c. 1830 - 40s, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike from the Meiji period (1868 - 1912)   
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
18.1 x 20.9 cm 
Madison Art Collection, 82.4.084 
Noh theater developed in fourteenth-century Japan, combing Chinese nuo opera, sarugaku 
(Japanese village theater), and bugaku (Japanese court dance and music). This print most likely 
depicts a ko-omote (“little mask”) used in Noh. Such masks are used to portray the beauty of a 
girl younger than twenty. One can identify the mask as a ko-omote mask due to its soft eyes, 
small painted lips, high powdery eyebrows, and wispy hairline. Actors wearing masks such as 
this could subtly tilt their faces to emote changing expressions via light and shadow.  
 
Section 3: Object 14 
[Figure 14] 
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Totoya Hokkei (1780 - 1850) 
Woman and Boy with Kite 
Original c. 1820, Edo period (1603 - 1868); restrike c. 1890s, Meiji period (1868 - 1912)   
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
18.1 x 20.6 cm 
Madison Art Collection, 82.4.093 
 
Prior to the middle of the Edo period (1603 - 1868), kites were only used for Buddhist 
ceremonies. People then began flying kites for celebrations and pleasure, as well as during 
religious rituals. Here, a young boy runs down a plum blossom-lined street holding an oni-yozu, 
a kite with an oni (ogre). It was tradition on Mishima Island, during the Edo period, for oni-yozu 
to be flown by people during the Lunar New Year holiday following the birth of the first son. 
This wished the child and his family success and prosperity. The flowering blossoms in the 
background indicate time, as plums are one of the earliest flowering trees of spring.  
 
Section 4: Actor Prints 
 
Wall Text: 
Kabuki theater and ukiyo-e developed simultaneously during the Edo period (1603 - 1868). Both 
sought to appeal to the wealthy urban merchant class. While sex workers and kabuki actors 
occupied the pleasure quarters, constructed by the Tokugawa shogun to keep the spiritually 
impure isolated, the new burgeoning merchant class frequented these neighborhoods for 
entertainment. Actors and women of the pleasure quarters served as a source of endless 
fascination and excitement for the well-to-do. Due to their rampant popularity, the quarters 
became the subject of numerous prints while actors and courtesans became style icons. Actor 
prints served as both play advertisements and souvenirs. The high consumption of these prints 
allowed performers to enjoy fame and popularity, much like celebrities today, despite their low 
social status. 
 
Section 4: Object 15 and Object 16 
[Figures 15 and 16] 
Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 - 1865) 
Wakana-hime and Genkai Nadaemon from “The Tale of Shiranui” (Shiranui monogatari) 
1853, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
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25.1 x 36.8 cm 
Gift of Charles Alvin Lisanby 
Madison Art Collection, 2018.1.07 (L) and 2018.1.08 (R)  
 
Cheap and accessible to the average person, woodblock prints could be collected similarly to 
trading cards. Artists often extended narratives across two or more prints to showcase more 
spectacular scenes and encourage collectors to buy multiples. This consumer tactic can be seen 
in this triptych. Look to the inner margins of the two prints; you will see portions of a flailing 
man entangled in the web. The bulk of this figure, along with a monstrous tsuchigumo (earth 
spider), appears in the missing middle print. Within the narrative of the depicted play, Princess 
Wakana, seen to the right in a spectacular kimono, conjures the spider by means of a spell scroll 
which can be seen clenched between her teeth.  
 
An image of the full triptych can be seen to the right. 
 
Section 4: Object 17 and Object 18 
[Figures 17 and 18] 
Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 - 1865) 
Characters from Zōho ninin wankyū (“The Expanded and Revised Tale of Two Wankyūs”) 
1847 - 50, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
25.4 x 36.8 cm 
Gift of Charles Alvin Lisanby 
Madison Art Collection, 2018.1.09 (L) and 2018.1.36 (R) 
 
Like woodblock prints, kabuki plays were made accessible to larger audiences by means of its 
prevalence and lower price point. The mass appeal of certain plays made them immensely 
popular, inspiring visual artists to capture both scenes within plays as well as the lead actors. 
These two prints, originally part of a triptych, depict three notable characters from a kabuki play. 
Due to the icon-like status of famous actors, prints such as these would have been collected like 
celebrity posters. This admiration led many people to paste the prints to their walls; only those 
prints who weren’t afforded this treatment exist today. 
 
An image of the full triptych can be seen to the right. 
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Section 4: Object 19 
[Figure 19] 
Utagawa Hiroshige (1797 - 1858) 
Shunkan and Oyasu in Himekomatsu Nenohi Asobi Shima Monogatari (“Outing to Pick 
Pine Seedlings on the Rat Day of the New Year”), from the series Kokon Jōruri zukushi (“A 
Collection of Plays Old and New”) 
c. 1849 - 50, Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
24.8 x 36.8 cm 
Gift of Charles Alvin Lisanby 
Madison Art Collection, 2018.1.12 
 
In the foreground, a man dressed in blue towers over a young woman clad in green. This play 
fictionalizes the journey of historical monk Shunkan (1143 - 1179), the man in blue, who was 
exiled to a remote island for his participation in a failed coup. Within the play, Shunkan and his 
disciple Ariomau manage to flee the island to protect the pregnant concubine of the emperor. 
While on this mission, Shunkan mistakenly reveals his identity to her midwife Oyasu, the 
woman in green. In the background, a different scene from the play shows Ariomau fighting off 
one of the emperor’s agents in a snowy landscape. 
 
Section 4: Object 20 
[Figure 20] 
Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 - 1865) 
Kasugaya Tokijiro and Yamanaya Urazato from Akegarasu Hana no Nureginu  
1857, Edo period (1603 - 1868)  
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
25.4 x 36.2 cm 
Gift of Charles Alvin Lisanby 
Madison Art Collection, 2018.1.32 
 
During the Edo period, kabuki plays provided heroic, erotic, and fantastical escapes for the 
common people, while examining the rigid social structure of the Tokugawa. The play depicted 
here chronicles the love between Kasugaya Tokijiro, a penniless samurai, and the courtesan 
Yamanaya Urazato. Because of the affair, Tokijiro’s family disowns him, while Urazato’s 
owners forbid her to waste time on a poor man. The print shows the moment after both are 
beaten to drive them apart; undeterred, the lovers elope together through the snow to freedom. 
Conflict in tales, like this, calls class and rank into question. Samurai ranked high on the social 
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hierarchy of the Edo period, while sex workers were considered spiritually and physically 
polluted. Contemporary audiences would have considered a love affair between such disparate 
ranks both tragic and romantic. 
 




Meiji period (1868 - 1912) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
15.9 x 12.7 cm 
Madison Art Collection, 82.4.101 
 
This work is an ōkubi-e (bust portrait) of the lead character in Onna Shibaraku, a parody version 
of the play Shibaraku. The original play was a staple of kabuki, and its parody offers a gender-
bent version with a superheroine rather than a superhero. Such parodies, known as onna mono 
(“female stories”), would often pair the phrases onna, nyobo, or musume with the original play 
titles to denote this change. In all kabuki productions, specialized male performers, called 
onnagata, portrayed women. Some onnagata became so celebrated that playwrights would 
rewrite roles so they could perform “female” versions of characters. Despite the close cropping 
of the print, informed audiences would recognize the character due to the iconic costume and 
headdress. 
 
Section 4: Object 22 
[Figure 22] 
Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786 - 1865) 
Sasaki Saburo Moritsuna from Ōmi Genji senjin yakata - Moritsuna jin'ya 
Edo period (1603 - 1868) 
Woodblock print; ink and color on paper 
25.3 x 36.4 cm 
Gift of Charles Alvin Lisanby 
Madison Art Collection, 2018.1.33 
 
Depicted is the crouching Sasaki Saburo Moritsuna. The real Moritsuna was a historical Genji 
warrior who fought in the Genpei War (1180 - 1185). This print shows a fictionalized version of 
the warrior. The white box in the print’s foreground is a headbox holding the head of a 
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decapitated samurai. Moritsuna cautiously kneels to examine the box, fearing it to be his brother. 
Despite being set in a twelfth century, the play depicts events that occurred during the Siege of 
Osaka (1614 - 15) when the Tokugawa clan solidified control over Japan. The Tokugawa 
government censored the depiction of their clan in both prints and on stage, so playwrights 




Exhibition Graphic Identity 
Preface: Exhibition Graphic Identity Process 
Over the course of two semesters, I met with Lisanby graphic design intern Ashley Nourse. 
Through this experience, I learned how to collaborate with other museum departments, an 
essential skill for a curator. Together, we established a clear, uniform, visual identity for the 
exhibition. Ashley created the following: a title wall, timeline design, object label designs, and 
exhibition color scheme. Graphic identities of exhibitions help elicit an established mood for 
audiences. Throughout the year, Ashley and I worked and revised design elements so the 
exhibition space would reflect the fleeting beauty of ukiyo-e. The circular title wall graphic 
reflects the exhibition title Savoring the Moon. The educational timeline features a bridge and 
irises, a common motif in Japanese art. For Savoring the Moon, through color and design, we 
hope to inspire the audience to contemplate the transitory nature of life. As viewers engage with 
the displayed prints, the graphic identity should evoke the lively, passion displayed in the 
fleeting beauty of the prints.  
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Title Wall Design 
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Object Label Design 
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Section 1: Wall Design 
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Section 2: Fan Prints Wall Text Design 
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Section 3: Surimono Wall Text Design 
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Section 4: Actor Prints 
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Preface: Exhibition Design 
Exhibition design involves the spatial configuration of gallery space for the purposes of an 
exhibition. This involved proper placement of artwork while creating a natural flow of 
information, providing visual guides, and trying to evoke the proper mood for the exhibition. To 
design this exhibit, I measured every space of the Lisanby Museum and every work to be 
exhibited. I then had to place them in an order that properly conveyed the narrative of Savoring 
the Moon. Lastly, I physically moved cases and walls within the space to determine the proper 
layout for the show. The exhibition design packet is shared with all museum staff and provides 
measurements to place walls, cases, and objects in the space. 
 


























Floating Wall 1 (Front): Section 2: Fan Prints 
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Preface: Catalogue Essay 
Catalogue essays are intended for exhibition catalogues, publications produced to commemorate, 
and document exhibitions. The articles are written at a higher academic level than exhibition 
text, as they are designed for a more informed audience. These texts provide readers with a 
deeper layer of context to understand the exhibition further. This particular catalogue entry 
details how socio-political factors of the Edo and Meiji periods affected the woodblock print 
publishing industry in Japan.  
 
Catalogue Essay 
Savoring the Moon: Japanese Prints of the Floating World highlights twenty-two of the 
Madison Art Collection’s most impressive ukiyo-e woodblock prints from the Edo (1603 – 1868) 
and Meiji (1868 – 1912) periods. The phrase ukiyo derives from the Buddhist concept of the 
transitory nature of life. In Japanese, people substituted the character homonym “to float” for 
“transitory” during the 1600s.1 This substitution celebrated the hedonism of transitory culture, 
leading the ukiyo-e style to depict the fleeting beauty of Japanese culture. Ukiyo-e proliferated 
during the Edo and Meiji periods, capturing many aspects of contemporary Japanese culture. The 
urbanization of Edo (present-day Tokyo), in addition to the political stability and vast economic 
growth secured under the Tokugawa bakufu (shogunate), established ukiyo-e as the first 
celebrated art form created for the consumption by the common man in Japan. The 
industrialization of the Meiji period changed the landscape of the Japanese publishing industry, 
leaving ukiyo-e prints as one of the last print forms created with woodblocks. 
In the seventeenth century, Edo was one of the largest cities in the world. However, Edo 
developed in a manner unlike any other at the time. Built by and for the shogun, Edo established 
itself through urbanization, political stability, and mass economic growth. The establishment of 
the bakufu in Edo shifted Japan’s political power from Kyoto to Edo in 1603.2 During the Edo 
period, Japan was commercially and politically isolated from the rest of the world, as the 
shogunate feared the emerging influence of Christianity and the Catholic Church encroaching 
 
1 The Metropolitan Museum of Art Department of Asian Art, “Art of the Pleasure Quarters and the Ukiyo-e Style,” 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, October 2004, https://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/plea/hd_plea.htm. 
2 Katō Takashi, "Edo in the Seventeenth Century: Aspects of Urban Development in a Segregated Society," Urban 
History 27, no. 2 (2000): 189. 
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upon Asia.3 Catholicism placed God and loyalty to the Church above all others, which would 
dismantle the socio-political structure of Japan and challenge the authority of the shogunate. The 
construction of the metropolis of Edo demonstrated the power of the Tokugawa shogun. In order 
to populate the city, previously a small fishing village, the regime granted land to the samurai, 
merchants, and artisans who served under the shogun.4 The bakufu implemented a strict social 
structure in an effort to consolidate the government’s base of power throughout Japan. People 
existed in the following abbreviated order: nobility, samurai, clergy, and chonin, or townspeople 
(with artisans ranked above merchants).5 The Tokugawa purposefully excluded people they 
deemed socially corrupt from the hierarchy: actors, courtesans, and untouchables.  
All classes lived in segregated communities.6 Subsequently, quarters such as Kōyachō 
(the dyers quarter), Teppōchō (the gun quarter), Kajichō (the blacksmith quarter), Tatmichō (the 
tatami quarter), Okechō (the cooper’s quarter, Tenmachō (the post-horse quarter), and many 
other professional-centric neighborhoods formed.7 Perhaps the most infamous of these were the 
pleasure quarters, the most famous of which was Yoshiwara. Courtesans, tea houses, actors, and 
theaters filled the pleasure quarter. The bakufu established districts similar to Yoshiwara in every 
major urban center throughout Japan. Licensed pleasure quarters existed as highly structured 
systems with authority and status hierarchies, layered codes of etiquette, and rich tradition.8 
Despite the Tokugawa’s best Confucian driven efforts to confine the classes to socializing 
internally, social mingling occurred regularly in the pleasure quarters due to the new wealth of 
the chonin class.  
The Tokugawa established political, administrative, and social policies to help ensure 
their retention of power.9 However, the rigid class system did not account for the eventual 
economic and social changes which occurred over the course of the Edo period.10 The 
urbanization and economic growth of peacetime redistributed wealth from samurai to the 
common merchant, undermining the established system and rigid social structure.11 This 
 





8 Nancy K. Stalker, Japan: History and Culture from Classical to Cool (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
2018), 175. 




redistribution of wealth led to the development of a unique culture among commoners. For a 
long time, samurai and nobility had enjoyed the luxury of poetry gatherings, tea house 
ceremonies, and flower arranging.12 New wealth amongst commoners allowed them to enjoy 
such pursuits, and as a result the chonin developed a booming popular culture. Literature, ukiyo-e 
prints, theater, and pleasure quarters defined this new urban culture.13 The new hedonistic 
connotation of ukiyo culture brought forth humor, eroticism, and self-indulgence within visual 
and performing arts. The spirit of ukiyo stood in stark contrast to the Zen-influenced stoicism of 
the samurai elite.14 
The early risqué, sex-oriented Edo culture evolved with the era into a mature and 
sophisticated culture.15 Theater, literature, and art primarily focused on kabuki actors and the 
courtesans of the pleasure quarters but also reflected daily triumphs and losses of urban 
commoners.16 Fenced off from polite society, the actors and women of the pleasure quarters 
existed as a source of endless fascination for the public. The inhabitants of these neighborhoods 
became idol-like subjects in drama, literature, erotic prints (shunga), and ukiyo-e.17 The visual 
and performing arts of the Edo period significantly intertwined because they all developed in the 
same major cities catering to the same growing population of newly wealthy commoners.   
While Kyoto was still widely thought of as the cultural heart of Japan, Edo developed its 
own unique culture.18 Publishing would eventually become an integral part of the artistic 
infrastructure of the new metropolis.19 In the early years of the Edo period, a group of book 
dealers in Kyoto, and a few from Osaka, monopolized the publishing industry.20 No chonin in 
Edo had the means or technology to stand rival.21 In the mid-sixteenth century, chonin in Edo 
drove demand for literary entertainment.22 This demand, along with increased literacy, triggered 
the growth of an Edo-based publishing industry. The print industry assisted in defining and 
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legitimizing the Tokugawa bakufu through the production of maps, highway network guides, and 
popular travel advisories.23 Until the middle of the eighteenth century, the publishing power of 
Kyoto and Osaka still dominated the industry, producing far more publications than printers in 
Edo.24 However, beginning in the latter half of the eighteenth century, Edo publishing houses, 
such as that of Maekawa Rokuzaemon and Kobayashi Shinbee, stood equal to those in Kyoto 
and Osaka.25 Edo publishing houses did not restrict their early modern print culture to books. 
News publications called kawaraban (slate prints) sold quickly in the streets.26 Salesmen read 
kawaraban loudly in the street to garner attention.27 This advertisement style gave rise to the 
term yomiuri (to sell by reading), which would ultimately lend its name to one of Japan’s most 
prominent newspapers, Yomiuri Shimbun founded in 1847.28 29 Edo publications specialized in 
joruri (music books), makura-ehon (erotic “pillow books”), and ukiyo-e prints, eventually  
producing the majority of woodblock prints, which so typified the period.30 Edo’s industry 
produced many best-selling publications, such as Nankaku sensei bushū (Collection of Writings 
by Professor Nankaku), published 1727 – 1758, in vast quantities. This success afforded Edo 
publishers great wealth.31 
 In addition to economic autonomy, advancements in technology encouraged the 
production of ukiyo-e.32 Mass production of ukiyo-e prints started in Edo during the  
Kyōhō era (1716 - 1736).33 Japanese tourists who visited Edo purchased ukiyo-e as souvenirs for 
friends and family, leading ukiyo-e to be known alternatively as Edo-e (Edo pictures) or azuma 
nishiki-e (eastern brocade pictures).34 Often celebrated for their vibrant colors, ukiyo-e prints 
championed the use of vivid pigments during a time when sumptuary laws of the bakufu 
prohibited certain classes from wearing fabric in bright colors.35 The shogunate placed additional 
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cultural restrictions and censorships during the Tempo reforms (1841 – 1843), which impacted 
the compositional choices of artists. Improved paper making techniques, during the early part of 
the Edo period, also encouraged production.36  
 In the latter half of the eighteenth century, daishokai, or calendar-picture printing 
competitions, became a popular activity in downtown Edo.37 During these events, participants 
competed to create the best pictures for the months of the following calendar year. Nearly all 
influential ukiyo-e artists competed in fashionable daishokai events.38 At a daishokai event in 
1765, artist Suzuki Harunobu (1725 – 1770) created the first polychrome ukiyo-e print, or 
nishiki-e.39 Harunobu subverted all ideals of previous Japanese printing techniques. Before his 
daishokai creation, negative space was celebrated in prints as it related to the concept of mu 
(Japanese notion of nothingness).40 Previously, artists and viewers alike regarded mu highly, due 
to its harboring of deep connections to Buddhist concepts of ku (emptiness), ma (Japanese ideals 
of space), and philosophies of nature.41 From Harunobu’s first nishiki-e onward, artists filled 
almost all space with pigment and design.42 These initial nishiki-e typically only utilized two 
colors: rose and green.43 Familiar with Western techniques of perspective, oil painting, and 
copperplate etching, Harunobu’s art historical knowledge informed this new printing style which 
would prove highly influential to future print artists.44  
The flourishing print industry sparked the rise of numerous artists, who typically trained 
as apprentices under an established artist for ten years before becoming master craftsmen.45 
Publishers sold finished works of art in stores called ezoshiya (picture-bookstores).46 Ezoshiya 
sold a vast array of print media, not just prints.47 From these stores, salesmen sold ukiyo-e as 
stand-alone singles or as singles meant for collecting into larger narrative scenes. On average, 
ukiyo-e prints cost twenty mon, the same cost for a bowl of buckwheat noodles.48 This cheap 
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price point made the works well within the affordability range for most chonin.49 For people who 
could not afford to buy a print, they could rent ukiyo-e.50 Favored as art for the home, people 
often pasted or tacked to their walls.51 Teahouses even decorated their interior spaces with ukiyo-
e for the entertainment of their guests.52 Acutely attuned to the changing tastes of commoners, 
publishers worked with kabuki companies to have advance knowledge of the latest costumes for 
famous actors.53 By depicting foreigners from Asia, Europe, and later Americans and Africans, 
ukiyo-e further defined what it meant to be Japanese.54  
The Meiji Restoration in 1868 saw the collapse of the Tokugawa bakufu and gave way to 
a modern imperial system.55 By the end of the nineteenth century, literature from the Edo period 
or earlier remained the most popular publications printed.56 Scholars, such as historian Andrew 
T. Kamei-Dyche, believe people of Meiji Japan saw older literature as more enduring than the 
modern fiction available to them.57 Modern fiction only gradually gained widespread interest at 
the turn of the twentieth century.58 Additionally, the emerging popular press had a defining role 
in Meiji politics.59 The dominance of the steam press, in 1890, slowly shifted attention away 
from woodblock printing.60 
Much like the Tokugawa bakufu of the Edo period, the Meiji state promoted the 
publishing industry while simultaneously seeking control over it.61 The modern bureaucracy of 
the Meiji period permitted prepublication censorship to be much more effective than that of the 
Tokugawa.62 During the Meiji period, a deep interest in Western learning generated the 
establishment of Western-style universities.63 These new universities brought over many 
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works of science, philosophy, and fiction.65 Book publishers produced translated copies of 
European books, covering such subjects. As Western scholarship proliferated in Japan, demand 
for European original language texts emerged.66 Specialist bookshops opened in major Japanese 
cities to carry these original language texts.67 Teachers of Western-style universities helped 
shape the next generations of Japanese political and economic leaders.68 In turn, these instructors 
brought back knowledge of Japan to the West. 
One of the only remaining media printed via woodblock, ukiyo-e, felt the economic 
impact of the Meiji Restoration’s national effort to Westernize. Publishers responded to this 
effort by importing and supplying their artists with artificial dyes from Germany.69 While in 
theory, these Western dyes should have been easier to print with, due to their ideal particle size, 
they caused many problems for artists. Viewers perceived some pigments as garish and 
unpleasant to the eye. Another quandary printers had to combat was that the new synthetic 
crimson pigment almost always bled or ran, ruining their work.70 Additionally, one blue pigment 
faded so quickly that it eventually disappeared altogether from the surface of prints.71 Despite 
these challenges, artists and printers had no choice but to use the pigments supplied by their 
publishers.72 Prior to the Meiji period, a limited number of pigments created all colors featured in 
ukiyo-e.73 Natural sources supplied all pigments before the importation of Western synthetic 
dyes.74 However, records for Edo pigment creation never received proper recording. Thus, the 
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Glossary 
azuma nishiki-e: eastern brocade pictures  
bakufu: shogunate 
bugaku: Japanese court music and dance  
nuo: a form of Chinese folk opera popular in Southern China  
chonin: towns people 
Daikoku: one of the seven gods of luck, god of wealth and protector of farmers  
daishokai: calendar-picture printing competitions 
Edo-e: Edo pictures 
fugu: pufferfish  
furisode: a long-sleeved, formal style kimono 
ikebana: "to arrange and give live to flowers," the traditional Japanese practice of flower 
arranging  
joruri: music books 
kabuki: a highly stylized form of Japanese theater, known for exaggerated movements and 
dramatic makeup  
Kajichō: the blacksmith quarter 
kamuro: children attendants who trained to become courtesans  
kawaraban; slate prints 
ko-omote: "little mask," a mask used in noh theater to represent a beautiful girl younger than 
twenty  
Kyachō: the dyers quarter 
ku: emptiness 
ma: Japanese ideals of space 
makura-ehon: erotic “pillow books” 
matcha: finely ground powder made from green tea leaves used to make tea  
meisho: a popular genre in poetry, painting, and printmaking that referenced seasons, emotions 
or notable event in juxtaposition with famous geographic locations  
mitate-e: "look and compare pictures," a genre that juxtaposed metophorical images with 
historical contemporary events and people  
mu: Japanese notion of nothingness 
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mu tamagawa: the six jewel rivers  
musume: "daughter" 
nishiki-e: polychrome ukiyo-e 
Noh: a popular form of Japanese theater combing dance and drama  
nyobo: "wife" 
oiran: a high-ranking, popular courtesan of Yoshiwara  
Okechō: the cooper’s quarter 
oni: a type of ogre or troll in Japanese folklore  
oni-yozu: an ogre kite flown on Mishima Island the year after the birth of a family's first son, 
during the Edo period (1603 - 1868), to wish the family and child success and prosperity  
onna mono: a genre of kabuki in which male roles are rewritten as female parts  
onna: "woman" 
onnagata: male actors performing as women 
sarugaku: Japanese village theater  
sarumawashi: monkey dancing, a playful preforming art that took place at festivals  
shinzō: a senior trainee courtesan  
surimono: a genre of Japanese woodblock prints that were privately commissioned for special 
ocassions  
Tamichō: the tatami quarter 
Tenmachō: the post-horse quarter 
Teppōchō: the gun quarter 
tsuchigumo: the name for a mythical earth spider; also a deragatory term for a local rival clan  
torii gate: a traditional Japanese gate found at Shinto shrines 
ukiyo-e: "pictures of the floating world," a Japanese painting and woodblock style that flourished 
during the Edo (1603 - 1868) and Meiji (1868 - 1912) periods  
unohana flowers: white tree blossom 
yamabuki flowers: a Japanese marigold 
yomiuri: to sell by reading  
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